
Webcon UK Ltd, manufacturers of the legendary Alpha Engine Management systems, have quite simply
redefined the word Performance, by releasing a whopping 204bhp* from an otherwise completely
standard Ford Duratec 2.0 engine.

Using our own 45mm Alpha throttle bodies in conjunction with the powerful new PRO4 management
system, the engine power leapt by an
almost unimaginable 40% from the
standard 145bhp resulting in exactly
the same output as the original Ford
Sierra Cosworth - and that was
turbocharged!!!

The most impressive aspect of this kit
though, is not the outright power, but
the silky smooth delivery and sheer
driveability of the conversation.

Hot, cold or any temperature in
between, starting is instant and the
engine settles down to a whisper
quiet, smooth idle. Head out on the
open road, and the power arrives as a
seamless rush, always perfectly
controlled but never less than totally
exhilarating.

And if, as is so often the case on our overcrowded roads here in the UK, you get caught in traffic, the Alpha
PRO4 kit continues to impress with not a trace of jerkiness or driveline shunt, and the engine is perfectly
happy to crawl along at 1000rpm in any gear - Yes, EVEN 5th!!. When acceleration is required, a squeeze
of the throttle results in instantaneous, hesitation free power delivery.

Naturally, being an Alpha kit, full Closed Loop Lambda Control is featured, ensuring total SVA and MOT
compliance - and of course the kit is supplied PRE MAPPED, ready for you to install and enjoy - No need for
expensive visits to the rolling road for a mapping session. The kit includes everything you need, from ECU
to Air Filters, Throttle Bodies to Fuel Injectors and can be fitted by any competent DIY enthusiast. No
specialist Engine Management knowledge is required.

The part number for the Alpha PRO4 Gold kit for the standard 2.0 Duratec is K24001.

So don't waste time and money on inferior Engine Management systems. You and your car deserve the
very best. Insist on the very best. Insist on Alpha Engine Management.

For further information, please contact your local Alpha Dealer or Webcon at:

Webcon UK Ltd

Dolphin Road. Sunbury. Middlesex. TW16 7HE

Tel: +44 (0) 1932 787100 Fax: (0) 1932 782725

Email: sales@webcon.co.uk Web: www.webcon.co.uk

*Please note that exact power output will be dependant on a number of factors such as exhaust design, and may differ from that stated above

Webcon exceed 200bhp from a
standard Duratec engine
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ALPHA PRO4  (Multi Throttle)

ALPHA PERFORMANCE KIT K24001
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Max. Power Alpha PRO4 (std. eng.): 204 bhp (152 kW)@ 6700 rpm
Max. Power Ford O.E. Data (EEC/195): 143 bhp  (107 kW) @ 6000 rpm
Max. Torque Alpha PRO4 (std. eng.):  181 lb.ft (245 Nm) @ 5200 rpm

Max Torque Ford O.E. Data (EEC/195): 142 lb ft (190 Nm ) @ 4500 rpm

FORD DURATEC 2.0 LTR.
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